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The process of how to lead a team to become high performing is not overly complex.
It is a simple process that can yield dramatic results, when key steps are followed.
Unfortunately, most leaders do not follow these steps, waste significant time and
money, and do not ultimately realize the potential of their efforts.
When a team is not performing, some of the smartest, most emotionally intelligent
leaders have little idea about what it takes and what to do to lead a team to high
performance. They can see what’s needed, tell the team their expectations, and still,
performance doesn’t change. It is because three key ingredients are missing before
they begin that are crucial to their ultimate success.

1. TAKE AN HONEST LOOK IN THE MIRROR:
●

BE CURIOUS.

Leaders often think the opportunity is with team

members (which it is) and, they don’t see how they are directly contributing to
creating and maintaining the dynamic. The most common dynamics are
leaders being conflict averse or not having full, transparent conversations with
members so they think they are being clear when they are not.

TIP: Ask

yourself, “What factors are contributing to the way the team is

operating? What do I not know about how I am contributing to the team
operating as it does?”

●

BE COURAGEOUS. Leading a team through a performance journey

requires the leader, above all, to be courageous. This means you are willing
to look at where YOU can take your leadership up a level, to ask for feedback
and help to be even more effective and to be willing to hold others
accountable to the expectations of raising the performance bar. It has to start
with you. You must be willing to role model and follow through what you are
asking of others. If your words and your actions are not in alignment, the
team will continue to operate as it always has, or worse, if no consequences
ensue.

TIP: Ask

yourself, “Am I willing to ask for and provide feedback? Am I

willing to hold people accountable? Am I willing to change my behavior in
order to unlock this team’s performance?”
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2. GET CLEAR:
●

DEFINE HIGH PERFORMANCE. Leaders think they are clear
what it means to be a high performing team. It’s critical to define in tangible
business terms (metrics), in team terms (such as communication,
accountability, collaboration, conflict, etc.) and regarding what is required of
the leader to lead the team to that higher level of performance.

TIP: Ask

yourself,“how clear am I on what I mean when I say ‘high

performance’? What clear distinctions can I refer to so we are all on the same
page and there is no question about the vision and specifics of what I want to
create? How will I know if my team has achieved high performance or not?”

●

START THE CLOCK. Leaders

know what they need and yet

performance challenges continue to drag on. They often believe they have
given clear feedback. What usually prevents behavior change is lack of
accountability. Ultimately how accountable you are willing to hold the team
and individuals and how coach-able the members are on the team directly
affects team success. It’s the elephant in the room and one most people
don’t want to take on. Until honest conversations and clear expectations are
made, the team will never truly unlock its potential.

TIP: Ask yourself, “If nothing changes, will my team / organization be able

to operate at peak performance? What cost will staying the same have on the
business?” If there is little cost, then there is no need to start. In this VUCA
(Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous) world, there are few teams
who can survive without operating at full capacity.
●

ALIGN KEY STAKEHOLDERS. Team

coaching requires

stakeholder alignment. Sometimes it starts with a member on the team
wanting to influence the leader. The starting point is the leader and HR. Next,
the team needs to get on board with “why this/why now”. The leader must
be clear about the vision and benefits. It is common to get resistance
particularly among lower performing members. In this case, it is important to
let the individuals know what you are doing and why and to inquire about
their reactions. Listen to their questions and answer what you can. Ultimately,
the decision is yours to determine how you will do this and when. The
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resistance often dissipates after the first session. When it does not it is usually
a question about coach-ability.

TIP: Ask

yourself, “With whom do I need to align to make this a reality?

Who is most resistant and why? What can I do to help them get on board?
What is it about me that has them thinking this is optional?” If it’s HR wanting
to influence the leader, it’s usually about the leader’s level of courage. If it’s
the leader influencing HR and/or the team, it’s usually their question about
the consultant and process.

3. GET STARTED:
●

PRIORITIZE TEAM PERFORMANCE. It

is never a good

time and there is always a reason not to do this now. The longer you wait,
the more there is to clean up and the harder it will be. The earlier you start,
the more leverage you have. For new leaders, it makes sense to start 4-6
months into their tenure, or when they have the right people on the team.
For leaders who have not engaged in a process like this, it can feel
expensive and time-consuming. For leaders who have built high performing
leadership teams and organizations, they say it’s the most important
investment that yields the greatest impact on organizational performance.

TIP: Ask yourself, “Do I have enough of the right people on the team to

begin? What cost is the organization paying for every day that our leadership
team is NOT aligned?” (Remember, performance is never higher in the
organization than it is at the top).
●

DO IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME. There is a trend right now in

wanting to leverage team coaching at the middle levels in the organization.
While there is always value to creating optimal team performance at all
levels, the fastest and easiest way to create a breakthrough in organizational
performance is to start at the top and align the levels below with the
leadership team.

TIP: Ask yourself, “Where will I get the highest return on my investment?
What level/team will create the greatest accelerator in the organization?”
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●

IT IS A JOURNEY, NOT AN EXERCISE. Organizations

often want a “meeting”, an “offsite” or a team “exercise.” Building a high
performing team and organization that creates breakthrough, requires
continual consistency. Teams often get to a significant improvement of
performance after the first session and, to maintain momentum and unlock
the full potential of the leaders and the team, it will be a journey that
requires time and intention.

TIP: Ask yourself, “What is my commitment to building the performance of
this team? What information do I want to get? What is my next step?”
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If this white paper hit a chord and you are interested in exploring our team coaching process,
please contact us to set up a complimentary consultation and learn more about the team
coaching process to build a high performing leadership team.

Gisele Shelley

Gisele Garcia Shelley is a managing partner in a team of organizational development and
coaching thought leaders who work with leaders to thrive personally while unlocking the
potential and results of others, their teams, and the Enterprise.
Gisele Garcia Shelley founded The Glenbrook Group, Inc. in 2001 to help leaders and
organizations become the best version of themselves. She has always been passionate about
helping leaders be their best selves as they lead, live, love and parent. Her coaching has
inspired hundreds of senior leaders in North America, Europe, Latin America and Asia to unlock
their own and their team’s full potential, igniting productivity, presence, and energy to create
exponential results across their teams and organizations.
Her focus on women leaders is based on her research study “Challenges Women Leaders Face
in the Global Workforce,” which forms the basis of her BOLD Leadhers hip Program. Her work
has continually demonstrated that unlocking women’s potential not only elevates business
results and drives key talent being retained and advanced, it also empowers and liberates them
from their biggest challenge that gets in their way.
In her coaching and team development work with executive leaders, Gisele is consistently seen
as someone who builds trust and creates massive impact through skillful facilitation and is
known to be lovingly provocative, caring and authentic while also being no-nonsense and
powerful, enabling her to create immediate breakthrough and lasting impact.
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